Abstract. In this paper we present an adaptive stabilization control for systems with but also reduce the computational load significantly, so that the adaptive control in this paper is more practical. Furthermore, parameter estimation is carried out in only a finite time period and, unlike previous work, the parameter estimates are generated by ordinary differential equations rather than stochastic differential equations.
1. Introduction. The switching control strategies of Zhang and Chen [1991] and Chen [1992] show that an alternation of excitation and control regimes can yield stabilizing controls. The idea is that, if a certain prediction error test fails at a specified instant, then a signal which is (in the limit) persistently exciting is applied.
On the other hand, if the test is passed, then a particular certainty equivalence control law using the current estimate is applied. This strategy has common-sense appeal, despite the fact that the laws are somewhat complex in their present form. It is shown in the analysis of these laws that eventually the prediction error tests must always be passed, and hence it is shown that the system "locks on" to an acceptable control law. In summary, the adaptive control algorithms used in Zhang and and Chen [1992] are as follows:
Step A) Introduce an appropriate criterion to judge whether or not the parameter estimate is satisfactory (for instance, a prediction error criterion).
Step B) Apply an excitation signal to the system, and estimate the unknown parameters via a least-squares (or related) algorithm until a "satisfactory" estimate is obtained according to the criterion; and after this,
Step C) construct a control law via the previously obtained "satisfactory" parameter estimates and use this law to control the system until some "unsat-
isfactory" property appears according to the criterion; and then
Step D) repeat this procedure through Steps B) and C).
If no "unsatisfactory" property appears at some stage in Step C), then the designed adaptive control law is used forever.
It is worth noticing that in some previous works (i) one or both of the derivatives dxt and dyt of the system state x and observation process y are required to be measurable in the parameter estimation procedure (see, e.g., Caines [1992] ; Chen [1992] ; Chen and Guo [1990] ; Chen and Moore [1987] ; Duncan and Pasik-Duncan [1990] , [1991] ; ; ; Moore [1988] ; Christopeit [1986] ); (ii) the criteria used in steps A through C have to be verified at all time instants, which is an uncountable procedure because of the nature of the continuous time model (see, e.g., Chen [1992] and Zhang and Chen [1991] ); (iii): the unknown parameters are always estimated no matter whether they are needed or not (see, e.g., Chen [1992] ; Chen and Zhang [1992] ; and Zhang and Chen [1991] ); (iv) some external stochastic excitation signals are invoked (see, e.g., Chen and Zhang [1992] and Zhang and Chen [1992] ).
In this paper, we formulate an adaptive control algorithm which (i) avoids use of dxt or dyt and the introduction of external stochastic signals in the procedures of parameter estimation and adaptive control, (ii) simplifies the criteria in steps A through C so that they are required to be verified at discrete time instants only, (iii) stop the parameter estimation procedure when it is not needed in order to make the adaptive control law more practical, and finally, (iv) e-(t-)xd), "t ut e-(t-)udA.
It will be seen below that the function u which appears in the definitions above is equal to u during the time intervals when the excitation input to the system is in use and is given as a linear function of the state x during the periods when u is not being used as a system input.
Set 0 [A, B] . Choosing an arbitrary 00, the unknown parameter 0 is estimated via the least-squares method, which is modified so as to be active only over a sequence of intervals IT 
(G(S), H(S)) such that (3.10) A(S)G(S) SB(S)H(S) E(S) with O(G(S)) < q-1 and O(H(S)) p,
where here and hereafter O(X(S)) denotes the degree of the polynomial X(S) in S.
From (3.10) and (3.1)it is clear that
E(S)yt A(S)G(S)yt SB(S)H(S)yt G(S)[A(S)yt-SB(S)ut] + SB(S)[G(S)ut-H(S)yt] G(S)[yo + C(S)we + Srle] + SB(S)[G(S)ue H(S)ye] and E(S)ue A(S)G(S)ut SB(S)H(S)ue H(S)[A(S)ye-SB(S)ue] + A(S)[G(S)u-H(S)ye] H(S)[yo + C(S)we + Stir] + A(S)[G(S)ue H(S)ye].
Therefore, in the case where 0 is known, < min{p, q-1} and Assumptions A.1 and A.2 hold, for any given stable E(S) subject to (3.9), if the control is defined as follows:
G(S)ut H(S)yt O, t >_ O,
then the system is stabilized in the average sense (3.8).
Similar to 2, we now introduce a deterministic-like excitation signal u. 
Let E(S) be a stable polynomial subject to (3.9). Then by Define switching times 1 'o < al < -1 < a2 < -2"'" as follows: Proof. We first show that it is impossible that T < OC and a+l oc on a sample set Z) with positive probability for an integer-valued random variable _> 0. In fact, if there were a sample set Z) of positive probability, i.e., for which P(:D) > 0, which was such that for every sample w E Z), there were an i(w) >_ 0 (for simplicity, we drop w below) such that T < Oe and a+ oe, then ut u for all t _> -. Thus, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we would have that for some constant a > 1 We now prove that -oo a.s. for some integer-valued random variable _> 1. In fact, from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 it follows that for some a > 1, As in (3.21) we would have where the last inequality is valid for some large enough and t _> T because of (3.23). Hence there must be Ti oc for some i; i.e., assertion (a) is true. We now prove assertion (b) . From assertion (a) and (3.19) it follows that for some _> 1, (3.24) H, (S)yt G, (S)ut O, t k T'.
Henceforth, for simplicity of notation, we shall write 0 for 0. Thus, noting that Aa,(S)yt-SBa,(S)ut yt-O,St, by (3.14), (3.25), and inequality (a + b) 2 _< 2a 2 + 2b 2 we get 
E-(S)R-(S)SA,(S)[G,(S)u H,,(S)ys])
2 ds < oo a.s. om (A.6) where "max(X) denotes the maximum eigenvalues of X.
Thus, from the fact that det(X) 1i=1 /i(X) for any (n + 1) (n + 1) matrix with eigenvalues ,i(X) (i 1,..., n + 1) it follows that
From this and (A.10) we get that /min (e-(t-1)e'r(t-1)) >--e2a(t--1), (n-J-1)--2n(t-1) -2n2 /t __> 2, which together with a > 0, (A.9), and (A.8) 
